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Abstract
Recent extensions of the Doi kinetic theory for monodisperse nematic liquids describe rigid, axisymmetric, ellipsoidal macromolecules with nite aspect ratio. Averaging and presumed linear ow elds provide tensor dynamical systems for mesoscopic,
bulk orientation response, parametrized by molecular aspect ratio. In this paper we
explore phenomena associated with nite versus in nite aspect ratios, which alter the
most basic features of monodomain attractors: steady vs. unsteady, in-plane vs. outof-plane, multiplicity of attracting states, and shear-induced transitions. For example,
the Doi moment-closure model predicts a period-doubling cascade in simple shear to
a chaotic monodomain attractor for aspect ratios nearby 3 : 1 or 1 : 3, similar to full
kinetic simulations by Grosso et al. (2001) for in nite aspect ratios. We develop theoretical properties rst, independent of closure approximation but speci c to linear ow
elds, which imply:
 the entire monodomain phase diagram of a nite-aspect-ratio nematic uid in
linear ow elds is equivalent to the phase diagram of an in nite-aspect-ratio
uid (thin rods or discs) with a related linear velocity eld;
 rod-like and discotic macromolecules with reciprocal aspect ratios have equivalent
bulk shear response, related by a simple director transformation;
 all shear-induced monodomains respect symmetries relative to the shearing plane,
e.g., major director (kayaking) motions that rotate around an axis between the
vorticity axis and shearing plane are always accompanied by a symmetric response
re ected through the shear plane. This provides a symmetry mechanism for bistable attractors.
A tensor analog of the Leslie alignment vs. tumbling criterion is developed and applied.
Simulations highlight the degree to which scaling properties of Leslie-Ericksen theory
(e.g., shear response can be scaled in terms of strain units, monodomain transitions are
independent of shear rate) are violated. With nite aspect ratios, any shear-induced
monodomain is reproducible among the well-known closure approximations, yet no
single closure rule suÆces to capture all known attractors and transition scenarios.
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1 Introduction
Theoretical and numerical studies of homogeneous responses of nematic polymers and
liquid crystals to simple shear have spanned four decades; a representative yet inexhaustive
list is [35, 36, 56, 77, 5, 58, 116, 59, 27, 25, 57, 78, 119, 26, 30, 110, 20, 69, 70, 21, 111, 129,
86, 87, 72, 103, 109, 73, 81, 104, 79, 13, 39, 54, 55, 80, 82, 83, 4, 67, 23, 105, 117, 121, 120, 40,
112, 38, 52], contributing to a fundamental understanding of macromolecular uids. These
studies aspire to reproduce, explain, and predict experimental discoveries of monodomain
behavior, e.g., [48, 96, 106, 65, 66, 113, 33, 107, 1, 50, 102, 97, 99, 18, 11, 19, 16, 114, 84, 32,
126, 6, 7, 53, 100, 125, 92, 34, 101, 93, 94, 95, 12, 15, 127]. Experimental imaging that allows
comparison with theory has been enabled by advances in shear devices and rheo-optics, e.g.,
[11, 62, 47].
By a combination of theory and experiment, many steady and transient shear-induced,
monodomain modes have been catalogued and named primarily on the basis of director response: steady alignment with primary director either in the shear plane ( ow aligning) or
along the vorticity axis (logrolling); in-plane transient oscillatory (wagging) or rotating (tumbling) director modes; and out-of-plane transient director modes (kayaking). Complicated
dynamics is also possible. Recent full kinetic simulations of the Doi theory for monodomains
[52] of in nite aspect ratio rigid rods indicate a shear window of highly erratic director
motions, i.e., homogeneous director chaos, in contrast with the heterogeneous director turbulence noted earlier (e.g., [85]). In essence, monodomain behavior is the zero wave-vector
subspace of the far more complex (and in nite dimensional) phenomena associated with
spatial heterogeneity. Nonetheless, this nite-dimensional subspace is where the dynamics
begins; monodomains play the important role of precursors to structure formation.
In our studies below, we pay particular attention to dynamics of the degrees of orientation
that accompany director motions. The latter feature of mesoscopic tensor theories [57, 30,
31, 9] addresses behavior that is not captured from traditional L-E models, discussed below.
As theory and simulation become more resolved, a clari cation of the a priori consequences
of a restricted, single-director theory seems prudent.
The characterization of monodomain shear response and all shear-rate-dependent transitions is routinely utilized, for example:
 for fundamental rheological classi cation of given nematic polymers [27] (e.g., " owaligning 5CB" [93] versus "tumbling 8CB" [94]);

 transitions between monodomain attractors (e.g., the tumbling to ow-aligning transition) correlate with measurable sign changes in rst and second normal stress di erences [65, 66, 110, 69, 70, 86, 87, 79, 72]; and
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 as a precursor and indicator of subsequent formation of spatial structures and textures
[19, 11, 114].

We refer to two important review papers by Marrucci and Greco [91] and Burghardt [17]
for discussions of the rheological responses of sheared nematic polymers, and in particular
the correlations between texture formation and monodomain modes for several di erent
( ow-aligning versus tumbling) nematic uids.
Below we will focus on transition phenomena in several tensor models; the e ect of nite
molecular aspect ratio will appear prominently. In a subsequent study, we follow many investigations into structure formation in processing-type ows which are well-approximated
by linear ow elds. One of our motivations here is to have tensor models with suÆcient
exibility to be able to characterize bulk monodomain response for a laboratory nematic
liquid. The role of nite aspect ratio is shown in this paper to enrich the ow-phase diagrams of in nite-aspect-ratio tensor models, thereby capable of accomodating more complex
monodomain behavior.
It is standard protocol to infer tumbling versus non-tumbling nematics from the laboratory
by the structure of normal stress di erences and apparent viscosity versus shear rate, clari ed
and developed in various laboratories ([102, 50, 98, 10, 71, 99, 51, 84, 114, 19, 74, 115, 75,
62, 61, 125, 17, 128, 15, 127]). Many experimental studies now routinely include model
simulations, still dominated by Leslie-Ericksen theory. Likewise, it is required protocol for
theorists to identify shear-driven phase transitions, and to classify the precise nature of those
transitions so they may be con rmed or not by experiment. The explicit characterization
of phase transitions in terms of bifurcation type has its roots in the work of Hess [57],
Semenov [110], Kuzuu and Doi [69, 70], Marrucci and Ma ettone [86], and Larson [72], and
now has become a routine tool with application of modern software packages for identifying
and classifying bifurcations (e.g., [13, 39, 54, 55, 80, 83, 108, 2, 3, 122, 112, 43, 45, 24]).
Bifurcation analysis can illuminate qualitative features of monodomains at shear rates just
below or above phase transitions. E.g., the classical Hopf bifurcation indicates loss or gain of
a periodic degree of freedom [112]. We are interested in which orientation features (in-plane
vs. out-of-plane components, directors vs. degrees of orientation) inherit the dynamics
associated with bifurcations. Notably, we nd a cascade of period doubling bifurcations
to chaotic motion for the Doi closure model, strongly reminiscent of highly resolved full
kinetic simulations by Grosso et al. [52]. We further refer the reader to mathematical
treatments [49, 24] which apply equivariant bifurcation theory that deduce and construct
heterogeneous patterns (some derived by alternative methods [44, 46]) based on symmetries
of tensor equations; these powerful tools have only started to be applied toward nematic
structure properties, where a host of space-time bifurcation phenomena await discovery.
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The question of bifurcation type, and what bifurcations are possible, ampli es the issue of
two-dimensional (director) versus ve-dimensional (tensor) models for monodomains. Twodimensional autonomous dynamical systems cannot produce the complex dynamics revealed
here. Some critical a priori di erences are:

 L-E theory guarantees a scaling property that allows superposition of data for any

constant shear rate into a master curve in units of strain [77, 78, 91, 17, 127]. Small
molecule liquid crystals appear to accurately obey this scaling law (e.g., [118]), as well
as recent data [127] for in-plane shear alignment of certain main-chain thermotropes.

 The Doi [31], Landau-deGennes [27], or Beris-Edwards [9] mesoscopic tensor theories do
not share this scaling property, as detailed below, essentially because of order parameter
variation induced by the short-range, excluded-volume potential.

 There are no shear-rate-dependent monodomain transitions in L-E models, only viscositydependent transitions! Yet the tumbling-to-alignment transition is observed in tumbling nematics at a critical shear rate. By contrast, the full tensor theory admits a
diversity of bifurcations versus shear rate for a xed nematic liquid; moreover, these
transitions dominate the weak ow regime for nite aspect ratios.

The current paper tests predictions of the recent Doi-type kinetic model of Wang [123],
applied to shear-induced bulk behavior of nite-aspect-ratio, monodisperse, nematic liquids.
We rst summarize the modern Doi kinetic theory and the mesoscopic orientation tensor
model that follows, prior to closure approximation. Four popular closure rules are then
recalled. Our new results begin with symmetry properties of the mesoscopic theory that
are independent of closure approximation, together with experimental implications of these
symmetry properties. We then develop a tensor version of a Leslie alignment-versus-tumbling
criterion, and study the selection mechanism of steady and periodic monodomains in the
weak shear limit. This explains the multiplicity and stability of monodomain solutions in
the weak shear limit, and the remarkable sensitivity of selection criteria both on closure
rule and molecular aspect ratio. It is then possible to use continuation software packages
to follow the solution branches versus shear rate for a given aspect ratio and closure rule.
After recalling in nite aspect ratio results, we focus on behavior associated with a nite
molecular aspect ratio in the range 3 : 1 to 20 : 1, for rod-like (prolate) or disc-like (oblate)
axisymmetric ellipsoidal molecules. We then proceed to the primary quantitative results
of each closure model, i.e., detailed ow-phase bifurcation diagrams. The dramatic role of
aspect ratio is illustrated in various ways.
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2 Kinetic theory and mesoscopic models for nite-aspectratio nematic uids
We brie y review the homogeneous form of the Doi-type kinetic model of Wang [123]
only to the extent necessary to reproduce results of this paper. We assume nematic polymer
liquids consisting of monodisperse, rigid, axisymmetric ellipsoidal molecules immersed in
a viscous solvent. The molecules are characterized by an axis of symmetry, m, and an
aspect ratio r of the length along the symmetry axis divided by the radius of the transverse
circular cross-section. In nitely thin rods, spheres, and in nitely thin discs correspond to
r = 1; 1; 0, respectively. This kinetic model shares features with several other models (e.g.,
[69, 70, 117, 41, 68]), including molecular geometry, orientation-dependent rotary di usivity,
excluded-volume e ects, and distortional elasticity potentials of Marrucci and Greco [89, 90,
91]. The latter e ects do not come into play for monodomain dynamics addressed here,
but are essential for subsequent morphology formation; e.g., the highly disparate elasticity
constants for rod-like vs. discotic nematics does not enter here. Once the kinetic model
is summarized, we discuss four closure approximations that yield simpli ed approximate
models.
Let f (m; x; t) be the distribution function corresponding to the probability that the axis
of revolution of the molecule is parallel to direction m (jjmjj = 1) at location x and time
t. The uid velocity is denoted v. The Smoluchowski (kinetic) equation for f (m; x; t),
neglecting translational di usion as is customary, is given by (e.g., [31, 14, 27]):
Df
Dt

= R  [Dr (m; a)(Rf + kT1 f RVMS )] R  [m  m_ f ];

(1)

D () denotes the material derivative @ () + v  r(), @ = r and R = m  @ are
where Dt
@t
@x
@m
the spatial and the rotational gradient operator, respectively;

m_ =  m + a[D  m D : mmm]
(2)
is the Je rey orbit of ellipsoids [63], D and are the rate of strain and vorticity tensors,
@v )
de ned by (with the convention (rv)ij = @x
i

j

D = 12 (rv + rvT ); = 12 (rv rvT );

(3)

1  a  1 is the molecular shape parameter related to the molecular aspect ratio r by
r2 1
a= 2 :
(4)
r +1
Note that a  1 corresponds to the thin rod limit; a = 0 corresponds to spherical molecules;
and a  1 corresponds to the thin disc limit. The rotary di usion coeÆcient in (1) is
de ned by
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Z

Dr (m; a) = D^ r (a)(

km

0

0 kf (m0; x; t)dm0) 2 ;
k
m

m
k=1

(5)

where the pre-factor D^ r (a) is a (possibly aspect-ratio-dependent) rotary di usion constant, k
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and VMS is the Maier-Saupe intermolecular potential with strength proportional to the dimensionless polymer concentration
N:
3NkT
VMS =
(6)
2 hmmi : mm:
Averaged mesoscopic orientation of the nematic molecules m is captured by

M = hmmi =

Z

kmk=1

mmf (m; x; t)dm;

(7)

the second moment of m with respect to the probability density function (pdf). Traditionally,
one normalizes M to have zero trace, and

Q = hmmi

I

3

(8)

is called the orientation tensor. M and Q share an orthonormal frame of eigenvectors,
called the directors or optical axes, with corresponding eigenvalues di; i = 1; 2; 3 of M,
di 31 of Q, called the order parameters where
di = h(m  ni )2 i;

d1 + d2 + d3 = 1;

Q = P3i=1 (di

(9)

nn

1)
3 i i:

Each 0  di  1 conveys the degree to which the mesoscale ensemble of molecules m
is aligned with respect to the primary directors ni . Geometrically M or Q uniquely de ne
an orientation ellipsoid whose semi-axes are prescribed by the directors ni and whose
axes lengths are the respective degrees of orientation di. Furthermore, spatial homogeneity
grants that we can completely specify all monodomain solutions by steady or time-lapse
visualization of the ellipsoids relative to the shear ow and ow gradient directions. This
imaging of monodomains has been utilized by many authors; we refer to the review by
Marrucci and Greco [91] for a compelling discussion. The reader may refer forward to
Figures 3, 4, 5 for the mesoscale ellipsoids associated with Q(t). We further extract from
the ellipsoid the director motion on the sphere (the major director alone would be akin to
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a L-E simulation) [112], and the order parameter motion (which measures departure from
L-E theory). Similar to the L-E continuum theory, the second-moment tensor mimics the
molecular geometry at the mesoscopic scale: the axisymmetric ellipsoidal molecule becomes
(upon averaging) a full ellipsoid with three distinct semi-axes lengths di.
The maximum normalized birefringence is the maximum of jdi dj j, occuring in the plane
of ni ; nj . The nematic is: biaxial if the di are distinct; uniaxial if di = dj 6= dk , in which
case the director nk of the simple eigenvalue is \the" director; and isotropic if all di = 13 ,
i.e., Q = 0. The major director is de ned as nk for which jdk 31 j is the unique maximum,
indicating the largest departure from random molecular alignment along the major director.
By comparison, the Leslie-Ericksen continuum theory corresponds to two restrictions on the
tensor Q: uniaxiality (i.e., a unique director), and the molecule axis is identical with the
director. These translate to xing the di at values 1; 0; 0 which removes two degrees of
freedom, and losing one director degree of freedom in the isotropic plane transverse to the
director.
A dynamical equation for the orientation tensor Q is derived by taking the second moment
of m with respect to the pdf, then using the kinetic equation (1) and Je rey molecule
dynamics (2):

where

8 D
>
< Dt Q  Q + Q  a[D  Q + Q  D] = 23a D 2aD : hmmmmi
>
: 6Dr0 [Q N (Q + I )  Q + N Q : hmmmmi];
3

(10)

8 D~
>
< (1 Q:Q) ; with orientation-dependent rotary di usivity;
0
Dr = >
: D~0;
without orientation-dependent rotary di usivity;
r

(11)

0

3
2

r

2

D~r0 is a constant averaged rotary di usivity that results from the averaging process [31].

For future purposes of monitoring the rst and second normal stress di erences, we record
the homogeneous stress tensor (apart from an isotropic pressure):
 = (2 + 3ckT 3 (a))D + 3akT [Q N (Q + 3I )Q + N Q : hmmmmi]

+3kT [1(a)(DM + MD) + 2(a)D : hmmmmi];

(12)

where  is the solvent viscosity, 1;2;3(a) are three shape-dependent friction coeÆcients given
in the Appendix, and  is the number density of LCP molecules per unit volume.
These equations, coupled with momentum, mass and energy balance equations, constitute the modi ed Doi equations for nematic polymer uids. For isothermal, linear ow
elds, these conservation laws are satis ed identically, and the full system \simpli es" to
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the homogeneous orientation tensor dynamics governed by (10). However, the presence of
fourth-order tensors in (10) and the extra stress (12) couples the second-moment evolution
equation to fourth-moments, requiring one either to continue to generate higher moment
equations and truncate at some nite order, or to solve the Smoluchowski equation (1) directly, as in [73, 80, 83, 38, 52]. To avoid this computational and analytical complexity,
many authors have introduced closure approximations, a tack which we follow in this paper.
Note that one needs only to approximate products of hmmmmi with various second order
tensors. We now recall four well-known closure approximations that have been e ective in
speci c applications:
Quadratic (Doi) closure

() : hmmmmi  () : MM;

(13)

where () is any second order tensor.
Rey-Tsuji (RT) closure

Rey and Tsuji [117] employed the rule:
() : hmmmmi  41 [() : QQ + ()Q2 + Q()Q + Q2()
(()Q) : QI] + 31 (() : Q)I:

(14)

Hinch and Leal developed two closure approximations in their studies of suspension rheology [60].
Hinch-Leal 1 (HL1) closure

() : hmmmmi  15 [6M()M MM : ()
2(MM) : ()I + 2M : ()I]:

(15)

Hinch-Leal 2 (HL2) closure

() : hmmmmi  M(M : ()) + 2[M()
M (M52)2 (M2 :8 ())=(I : (M2))]+ 2
(M)[ 315 () 21 [()M + M() 3 (M : ())I]];

(16)

(M) = exp[2(I 3M2 : I)=(I M2 : I)]:

(17)

where
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These closure approximations have been used in the Doi theory with in nite molecular
aspect ratio (jaj = 1) in both simple shear [73, 23, 117, 121] and extensional ows [122,
108, 43, 45] and even more complex geometries [40]. A general conclusion would be that
there is no clear best closure for all ows and ow rates. For example, the quadratic closure
gives reasonable predictions in strong (elongational) ows [122, 108, 43, 46] and ows with
a slight stretching [23]; the HL-2 closure is superior with respect to the tumbling parameter
versus equilibrium order parameter comparisons with the full kinetic theory [60, 72]. To our
knowledge, no systematic evaluation of closure rules has been performed for shear-driven
ows of nite-aspect-ratio macromolecules. Such a study seems especially warranted due
to the signi cant qualitative changes in each closure model induced by nite versus in nite
molecular geometry. Singh and Rey [112] compared closures at the nite discotic ratio r = 13 .
These closure rules may each be applied with constant rotary di usivity (21b) and with
orientation-dependent rotary di usivity (21a). The following prescriptions have been used
in the references above, providing the model systems we now analyze:
Modi ed Doi Model: the quadratic closure is applied everywhere for () : hmmmmi.
Doi-Rey-Tsuji Model: the quadratic closure is applied to

M : hmmmmi in the orientation

tensor equation, and the Rey-Tsuji closure is used for all other terms.
Modi ed Doi-Hinch-Leal Models: the quadratic closure is applied to

M : hmmmmi in the

orientation tensor equation, and the H-L1 or H-L2 closure is applied for all other fourth-order
moment terms.

3 Monodomain responses to linear ows with a shear
component
We begin by noting two important correspondences that follow from the Doi mesoscopic
theory: one between nite and in nite aspect-ratio nematic uids in related linear ow elds,
and the other between rod-like and discotic molecules in the same linear ow eld. These
properties are independent of closure approximation, and therefore follow for all of the models
we analyze in the next two sections.
We are primarily concerned with simple steady shear ow in Cartesian coordinates
(x; y; z) with constant shear rate _ :

vshear = _ (y; 0; 0):
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(18)

The shear timescale ts = _ 1 competes with the average nematic relaxation timescale, tn =
1
6D~ , which we presume to be xed for a given nematic uid. We nondimensionalize (10) in
nematic relaxation time units:
@
~  Q + Q  D~ )] = aP e[ 32 D~ 2D
~ : hmmmmi]
P e[ ~  Q Q  ~ + a(D
@ t~Q
(19)
1 [Q N (Q + 1 I)  Q + N Q : hmmmmi];

3
0

r

where t~ = tt ; and the Peclet number
n

P e = tn _

(20)

is the shear rate normalized by the average rate of rotational di usivity. (Note: this ratio
also de nes a Deborah number, e.g. [75, 17].) The dimensionless rotary di usion is then

8
>
< (1
=>
: 1;

3
2

Q : Q)2 ; with orientation-dependent rotary di usivity;
otherwise.

(21)

The dimensionless rate-of-strain and vorticity tensors for simple shear ow (18) are

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
D~ shear = 12 B@ 1 0 0 CA ; ~ shear = 21 B@ 1 0 0 CA :
0 0 0

0 0 0

(22)

3.1 A molecular geometry: straining ow scaling property
The equation (19) de nes a \triple": (a; v~ ; Q), consisting of a nematic uid of geometry
parameter a and aspect ratio r; any linear ow v~ ; and the corresponding monodomain
orientation tensor Q. An arbitrary linear ow in dimensionless form is given by

v~ = ( ~ + D~ )~x;

(23)

where D~ and ~ are constant, and trace(D~ ) = 0.
~ and geometry parameter a enter
We observe from (19) that the rate-of-strain tensor D
linearly, and only through their product. This fact underlies two symmetries of the system
(19) which we describe in terms of the triple de ned above:
(a; v~ ; Q) ! (1; v~ (1 a)D~ x~; Q);
(24)
~
(a; v~ ; Q) ! ( 1; v~ (1 + a)Dx~ ; Q):
These symmetries imply an identical monodomain response Q of: a nite aspect ratio
uid with geometry parameter a in any linear ow eld, and, extremely thin rodlike or
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discotic uids, respectively, in a linear superposition of the identical linear ow eld with
a pure strain component of magnitude 1 jaj or 1 + jaj. This correspondence implies
intriguing experimental advantages; we note two obvious examples here. Shear-induced
(more generally, any linear ow-induced) monodomain behavior of an entire spectrum of
monodisperse nematic liquids can be inferred from ow experiments on a single large-aspectratio nematic liquid by controlling the amplitude of the straining component while holding
the vorticity component xed. Alternatively, one can use a simple shear device with a niteaspect-ratio, monodisperse nematic liquid, to mimic more general linear ows of large aspect
ratio macromolecular uids.
This correspondence indicates why a simple change in aspect ratio could lead, especially
in the weak ow limit, to dramatic changes in monodomain response. Experiments would
be valuable to test the validity of the general mesoscopic model (19). We emphasize that
these properties are restricted to linear ows and homogeneous orientation behavior.

3.2 A rodlike-discotic correspondence in simple shear
The mesoscale model (19), again independent of any approximations used for the fourthorder moment in this paper, admits a special symmetry speci c to a xed shear ow (18,22):
where

(a; v~shear ; Q) ! ( a; v~shear ; V1t QV1);

(25)

0
1
0 1 0
V1 = B@ 1 0 0 CA :

(26)

0 0 1

V1 is an orthogonal matrix corresponding to a 90o rotation in the x

y (shearing) plane,

while holding the vorticity axis xed. Recall a and a correspond to reciprocal aspect
ratios, r and r 1. Also recall that similarity transform by an orthogonal matrix leaves the
order parameters (eigenvalues) invariant, while rotating the orthonormal frame of directors
(eigenvectors) in the shear plane. This symmetry implies: for any pure shear ow, the
monodomain response of discotic polymers with monodisperse aspect ratio r < 1 is identical
to that of rod-like polymers with aspect ratio r 1 , where the mesoscopic directors are related
by a simple 90o rotation in the shearing plane.
We note that the symmetry (26) maps either of the two symmetries (24) to the other in
simple shear ows. This correspondence in its simplest form ( ow-aligning steady states) is
obvious: if the major director of rod-like molecules aligns in the ow direction, then discotic
molecules of the reciprocal aspect ratio will, on average, align in the ow gradient direction.
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However, it generalizes to arbitrary monodomain response, e.g., phase transitions and all
stable and unstable monodomains occur simultaneously for rods and discs of reciprocal
aspect ratios. (An analogous correspondence exists for purely extensional ows [45], which
was used to infer extensional orientation steady states of discotic LCs from the results in
[43] for rod-like LCs.) We caution that the constitutive stress equation does not have this
symmetry, so that the correspondence will break down with spatial structure.

4 Analysis of the Doi monodomain model with simple
shear
We now focus on the Doi mesoscopic model (19) with imposed pure shear ows (18),
(22). Following the historical literature, one is interested in all stable or attracting states
Q(t), steady or transient, at each xed shear rate. Two theoretical results are presented here
which directly impact multiplicity and alignment criteria for attracting states, independent
of closure approximation and for any aspect ratio uid.

4.1 Out-of-plane monodomain modes come in pairs
The Doi mesoscopic orientation equation (19), for all the closure approximations employed in this paper and with a presumed pure shear ow and molecular aspect ratio r,
admits a re ection symmetry:

where

(a; v~ shear ; Q) ! (a; v~shear ; V2t QV2);

(27)

0
1
1 0 0
V2 = B@ 0 1 0 CA :

(28)

0 0

1

Similarity transform of Q by V2 corresponds to:

 an identity transformation for in-plane modes, i.e., solutions satisfying (Qxz ; Qyz ) =
(0; 0); yet,

 a discrete re ection symmetry among out-of-plane monodomain states: any solution

Q with non-zero out-of-plane components (Qxz ; Qyz ) generates another solution with
identical in-plane components but out-of-plane components ( Qxz ; Qyz ).
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This symmetry is natural: nothing in the experiment as modeled, or the equations, selects
the direction of tilt out-of-plane. Yet there are intriguing consequences of this symmetry for
so long as the orientation response is homogeneous. We mention some:
 In-plane data remains in-plane unless given an out-of-plane perturbation. In all models
and parameter regimes, in-plane solutions exist which require careful stability analysis
to out-of-plane perturbations.

 Out-of-plane orientation data cannot become in-plane in nite time, and

no mon-

odomain motion can pass through the shearing plane. E.g., out-of-plane oscillatory

attractors whose major director has escaped the shearing plane at some critical shear
rate stay tilted to one side of the shearing plane! Experimentally, this means one will
see major director motion either on one side of the shearing plane or the other in a
given realization. Indeed, if the shearing plane is crossed, it must be associated with
heterogeneity.

 Out-of-plane monodomain solutions generate a mirror-symmetric monodomain, tilted
strictly to the other side of the shearing plane:

{ if the major director either aligns with the vorticity axis (the logrolling state) or

rotates around the vorticity axis (the kayaking orbit of Larson and Ottinger which
we label K1 below), then this symmetry is an identity transformation;
{ if the major director lies between the vorticity axis and shearing plane (the solutions labeled K2 below), the monodomains occur in distinct pairs, each tilted
exclusively to one side of the shearing plane.
(We defer further mathematical details to another treatment, such as in nite-time orbits,
domains of attraction when there are multiple attractors, and linearized decay rates for
periodic attractors. These issues are relevant to experimental studies, cf. van Horn and
Winter [118] on the transient approach to stable monodomains.)

4.2 Q tensor representations
We now introduce representations of Q that allow us to amplify director and order
parameter properties of monodomains, to visualize both steady and transient monodomain
solutions, and to easily identify in-plane from out-of-plane monodomain states.
The representation (9) of Q has an equivalent form (using the identity of directors
nini = I),

Q = s(n1 n1 3I ) + (n2n2 3I );
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(29)

where s and arise from a simple linear transform of di to detect birefringence in each plane
of the directors ni:
s = h(m  n1 )2 i

h(m  n3 )2i = d1 d3;

= h(m  n2 )2i h(m  n3)2 i = d2 d3 :

(30)

The eigenvalue inequalities jdij  1 con ne the pair (s; ) to a triangular domain depicted
in Figure 2. Note that isotropy in the plane of n1;3 ; n2;3; n1;2 is given by the respective
conditions s = 0; = 0; s = , corresponding to the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal axes
of Figure 2. Thus from Column 3 of Figures 3, 4, and 5 one can easily monitor the degree
of biaxiality during all monodomain motions by noting distance from these uniaxial axes.
From (29), in-plane orientation is characterized by con nement of the directors n1 ; n2
to the shearing plane (x; y), with n3 along the vorticity (z) axis. Recall Qxz = Qyz = 0
i the orientation tensor is in-plane, giving easy recognition of in-plane versus out-of-plane
solutions either by monitoring these entries or by visualizing the directors relative to the
shearing plane.

4.3 Tensorial analog of the Leslie director alignment criterion
Classical studies of Je rey [63], Ericksen [35, 36], Leslie [77], Jenkins [64], Hinch-Leal [60],
Larson [72], and many others in the past decade have aimed toward criteria for steady versus
unsteady motion of liquid crystals and nematic polymers. We refer to two recent articles
[118, 127] where L-E theory is applied to model dynamic and steady alignment data [15].
As emphasized in the review article of Marrucci and Greco [91], a critical consequence of
L-E theory is the existence of a scaling law: monodomain response to simple shear depends
on shear rate only through the product _ t, and therefore all experimental data may be
superposed in units of strain [127].
From a dynamical systems perspective, the scaling law follows from two properties of the
L-E director equations:

 the equations are autonomous for simple shear with constant shear rate, and
 the shear rate enters only as a constant factor multiplying each director equation.
The Doi mesoscopic model preserves the rst but patently violates the second property!
It is precisely the intermolecular potential terms in (19), proportional to  1, that do not
allow a re-scaling of time to absorb the normalized shear rate (P e). The bottom line is that
solutions of the Doi tensor equation (19) cannot be scaled in terms of strain units. Nontrivial
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order parameter dynamics accompany the director motion, which is dominated by the shearrate-dependent terms in (19). In a special limit of weak ow and near-equilibrium uniaxial
nematic ordering, such as 0   1 << P e << 1, the Doi monodomain tensor equation (19)
can be cast in the L-E limit. Rather than carry out such a complicated asymptotic limit
whose accuracy and experimental relevance is diÆcult to control, we choose to study the
full tensor system and a posteriori monitor ow regimes and molecular aspect ratios where
a L-E scaling law is approximately observed, or not.
We now derive an analogue of the Leslie selection criterion from which alignment versus
unsteady transitions are rigorously characterized in mesoscopic tensor models. We give
details for the Modi ed Doi Model; the other models are more tedious but the same analysis
applies. This analysis extends in-plane criteria from [121] to nite aspect ratios, which we
now show has a signi cant impact.
Consider \in-plane" motions with n1 and n2 con ned to the shear plane ((x; y)), admitting a single in-plane director angle  ,

n1 = (cos ; sin ; 0); n2 = ( sin ; cos ; 0):

(31)

The Modi ed Doi Model derived from (19) reduces from ve coupled scalar equations to a
system of three equations for (s; ;  ):
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where U (s)ds is the uniaxial bulk free energy potential function with
U (s) = s(1

and
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3 (1 s)(2s + 1));

with orientation-dependent rotary di usivity,
otherwise.

(33)

(34)

The right-hand-side of (32.c) is recognized as a shear-imposed torque on the in-plane
directors n1;2 , completely analogous to the torque balance derived from a Leslie-Ericksen
theory [36, 77, 64, 72]. The term independent of the geometry parameter a is a constant
torque from the vorticity tensor, and the term proportional to a is the strain-induced torque
which must be suÆciently strong to arrest tumbling. Steady ow-alignment requires this
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torque balance to vanish, which yields a

Doi orientation tensor version of the Leslie in-plane director alignment criterion:
cos 2 = 1 3(s ) = 1 d1 d2 :
(35)
a2+s+
a d1 + d2
When jaj = 1, the right-hand-side (RHS) of (35) is always con ned between 1 and 1
for all (s; ) in the allowable triangular domain shown in Figure 2a. One then uses (35)
to replace sin 2 in (32a,b), giving two polynomial equations that are then solved for all
roots (s ; ) within the allowable domain. Each such equilibrium pair automatically yields
a ow-aligned, in-plane steady state: (s; ) xes the degrees di of biaxial nematic order
along respective optical axes ni ;
d1 = 13 (2s

 + 1); d2 = 13 (2 

s + 1); d3 = 31 (1 s

 );

(36)

each pair (s; ) inserted into (35) prescribes exactly two in-plane director alignment angles
 (mod  ), with n3 parallel to the vorticity axis. (A di erent representation is required to
capture alignment out of the shear plane; we omit the details.)
When jaj < 1, however, the RHS of (35) exceeds 1 in absolute value over a subset of
the allowable triangular domain of (s; ), shown in Figure 2 for di erent values of a for
the analogous director angle condition corresponding to each closure rule. In every closure
model, the steady region diminishes as jaj decreases, i.e., as the aspect ratio r approaches
1; in the spherical molecule limit a = 0, the straining torque vanishes and no molecular
alignment is possible, consistent with known observation. We label the subset of the triangle
where jRHS j > 1 as U (for unsteady), and the triangle subset where RHS  1 as S (for
steady). Note the regions S, U are independent of the rotary di usivity form in (21). The
zeros of (32a,b) for jaj = 1 (and the analogous calculation for the other seven models) are
then monitored as jaj decreases, with the following possible scenarios:

 equilibria reside within set S, providing a steady alignment angle  for each discrete
solution of (35) or the analogous out-of-plane equation;

 equilibria move into set U, the in-plane (or out-of-plane) directors cannot ow-align,
yielding transition to unsteady motion.

(The stability of these shear-selected steady equilibria, and the type and stability of unsteady
states, are addressed below.)
From Figure 2a, the unsteady regions of the triangle grow from an empty set for the
Modi ed Doi Model with jaj = 1 to consume the entire triangle in the limit of spherical
molecules. Figures 2b,c,d show the analogous unsteady regions for the other closure models,
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which have unsteady regions even for jaj = 1 corresponding to time-periodic solutions noted
previously in the literature [73, 121, 23]. The analogous in-plane equations corresponding to
(32) for the other closures are easily deduced by applying the same Q representation to the
respective tensor equations; the equations are omitted but results summarized next for all
models.
It is thus clear, no matter what closure is used, that nite-aspect-ratio monodisperse solutions may experience unsteady responses where an in nitely thin rod or platelet is predicted
to have shear-aligned steady monodomains. Further details of the selection mechanism are
detailed next for each closure.

4.4 Multiplicity of monodomains: the weak shear limit P e  0
The development of rigorous criteria and theory for the selection of monodomain solutions
in the limit P e  0 is nontrivial and still an open mathematical problem; we refer to Marrucci
and Greco [91] for an eloquent exposition of this topic and the associated diÆculties in
both theory and experiment. The diÆculty arises from the orientational degeneracy of
nematic liquids at rest: whereas the degree of nematic orientation is uniquely speci ed by
polymer concentration, the distinguished uniaxial director (primary axis of orientation) lies
arbitrarily on the unit sphere (two continuous degrees of freedom), and the remaining two
directors lie arbitrarily in the plane orthogonal to the primary director (one more degree of
freedom). Equivalently, there are three zero eigenvalues of the linearized equations about
nematic equilibria, corresponding to a three-dimensional center manifold which must be
tracked as the degeneracy is broken by an applied perturbation, here a shear ow. Seminal
kinetic theory results in weak ow are attained by Semenov, Kuzuu and Doi [110, 69, 70, 111].
We now explain our results on the shear-selection process for the mesoscopic tensor theory,
and defer further details to a mathematical paper. Because the center manifold is so large,
many scenarios are possible depending on the type of perturbation.
Recall that nematic equilibria at rest exist for N > 38 ; they are uniaxial with director,
say n1 , that lies arbitrarily on the unit sphere. From (9), uniaxiality implies d2 = d3, or
= 0. The degrees of orientation are uniquely speci ed by either d1 or s = 12 (3d1 1),
which are determined by the critical points of (33). (The isotropic state s = 0 exists for
all concentrations
for N > 3.) The lower nematic state s = s =
q 8 N , and is unstable
1 [1 3 1
8
saddle in the order parameter
4
3N ] exists for N > 3 , but is always an unstable
q
space (s; ) [43]. The upper nematic state s+ = 14 [1+3 1 38N ] is always stable in the order
parameter subspace (s; ). (The I-N transition surrounds N = 83 ; 3.)
For this paper we x a high concentration, N = 6, where s  :309 and s+  :809,
which takes further complexity associated with the I-N phase transition completely out of
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the picture. We are now in position to explain for the modi ed Doi closure with N = 6,
jaj = 1, precisely seven steady states are selected as the ow is turned on, P e  0:
three states emerge from each of s+; s , and a single state emerges from the isotropic state.
These results are schematically indicated in Figure 6, which we now explain. The rst issue
is state selection, then stability rests upon the fate of the three zero linearized eigenvalues.
Consider s+ rst. By continuous dependence of linearized eigenvalues in the weak
ow limit, P e  0, we know that equilibria shear-selected from s+ are the only candidates
for stable solutions! (Caution: for nite shear rates, initially unstable branches can and do
emerge as stable states; this is why even unstable branches require identi cation.)
The uniaxial director associated with s+ lies anywhere on the sphere for P e = 0. For the
modi ed Doi model, Figure 2a shows (denoted by asterisks) the nematic equilibria at rest
associated with s+ = :809 on three independent uniaxial axes: (0; s+); (s+; 0); ( s+; s+).
Note all three lie within the steady region S for jaj = 1, while for jaj = :8 two reside in
the unsteady region U. Thus for jaj = 1 the weak shear limit selects three discrete, steady,
major directors, denoted n(1) ; n(2) ; n(3) (Figure 6): two are in-plane, given by (35); further
stability analysis reveals one stable ow-aligned state and one unstable ow-aligned
state. The third director aligns with the vorticity (z) axis called a logrolling state, which
is unstable with a director instability of growthrate proportional to P e. A di erent director
representation is needed to capture the logrolling selection criterion; it is straightforward and
omitted.
Next, the equilibria associated with s , depicted in Figure 2a along the three uniaxial axes, all reside in the steady region. For P e  0 the same arguments above give: three
unstable steady states emerge from s . Lastly, the isotropic state clearly lies within
the steady region, it is non-degenerate, so a unique unstable state emerges from the
isotropic phase.
The vertical axis of Figure 6, jjQjj, is a special choice of \norm of Q" chosen to highlight
in-plane from out-of-plane states: in-plane states with identical order parameters have the
same norm, but out-of-plane directors yield a lower norm. We caution this is not the usual
jjQjj22 = Q : Q de nition, which is invariant under arbitrary director rotations and so would
not provide the desired distinction. Our modi ed norm is used in all ow-phase diagrams in
order to distinguish in-plane and out-of-plane mode selection. In Figure 6, the two in-plane
directors associated with s+ in the limit of P e = 0 yield the same norm; the vorticity-aligned
director yields a smaller norm. The same holds true for the three directors associated with
s . When we plot solution branches vs. shear rate (P e) in the gures to follow, for each of
s+; , two branches of in-plane solutions emerge at the same jjQjj height, another out-of-plane
branch at slightly lower norm.
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Summarizing: for P e  0, N = 6, and suÆciently large aspect ratios jaj  1, this
analysis explains how seven solution branches emerge for this closure scheme, yet with a

unique stable, in-plane, ow-aligned monodomain. (The Rey-Tsuji closure will duplicate
seven branches, the other Doi-HL closures will have slight di erences as described below.)
Solution branches in Figure 6 and all future gures are color coded: green and black indicate
stable states, blue and red indicate unstable states; the unique stable state in the weak shear
limit is ow-aligning.
Variations in state selection and stability due to closure scheme in the weak shear limit:
 The Doi and Rey-Tsuji closures, for suÆciently extreme molecule aspect ratios r < 41
or r > 4 and xed concentration N = 6, select only steady states: one stable in-plane
ow-aligned state, three unstable in-plane states, two unstable logrolling states, and
a nearly isotropic unstable state. Unsteady transitions begin at slightly less extreme
aspect ratios, as Figures 2a,b convey.

 For the Rey-Tsuji closure and nematic concentrations N > 6:5, no steady states as-

sociated with s+ survive, in-plane nor logrolling, for in nite or nite aspect ratio.
By contrast, the Doi (Figure 2a) and HL1,2 (Figure2c,d) closures always preserve the
vorticity-aligned s+ state in the weak shear limit. The logrolling state is never stable
in the Doi or Rey-Tsuji model, but always stable in both HL closures.

 For both HL closures, the two potential in-plane solutions associated with s+ for P e  0

are always unsteady for any aspect ratio, in nite or nite; the number and type of timedependent states di er for the HL1 and HL2 closures:

{ The HL1 closure generates in-plane tumbling motions for both in-plane s+ states,

and the two orbits reproduce one another! This explains why the total multiplicity
of solution branches for P e  0 drops from seven to six. The tumbling solution is
unstable until large P e, and the logrolling state is the unique attractor for small
P e.
{ The HL2 closure produces one tumbling in-plane solution (stable for low P e), but
another s+ state tilts out-of-plane to create an unstable kayaking solution of type
K2 , which by the symmetry (28) is a pair of unstable kayaking modes. The total
multiplicity therefore jumps to eight, with four states emerging from s+, three
from s . We deduce bistability for small P e of a logrolling steady state and a
tumbling in-plane monodomain.
All solution branches associated with s for jaj > :8 are always inside the steady region
for all four closures, thus always emerge for P e  0 as unstable equilibrium branches, two
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in-plane and one logrolling. The isotropic state always yields a unique unstable branch, for
any closure and value of a.
In summary, the orientational degeneracy for large aspect ratio nematic liquids is broken
in the limit of weak shear to yield seven or six solution branches, corresponding to between
six and eight distinct monodomain solutions with either a unique or bi-stable attractor,
whose continuation for nite shear rates and nite aspect ratios is developed next.

5 Flow-phase diagrams and transition phenomena for
the eight mesoscopic models
We now present results for the eight closure models, which complement prior results of
[112] for nite aspect ratio (r = 31 ) discotics at high nematic concentration (N = 6). Flowphase diagrams typically address stable solutions; many stable solutions emerge at critical
shear rates or aspect ratios from unstable states, so we will give all stable and unstable
solutions in the bifurcation diagrams, followed by Tables that list only the attractors vs.
shear rate. Solutions are characterized according to two criteria: in-plane or out-of-plane,
and mode type. The in-plane states are denoted: FA for ow-aligning, W for wagging, T for
tumbling; out-of-plane states include the steady logrolling LR state, two types of kayaking
K modes de ned next, and chaotic orbits.
Larson and Ottinger introduced the term "kayaking" for out-of-plane solutions in which
the major director rotates around the vorticity axis, akin to an Eskimo kayaker's paddle.
We distinguish two basic kayaking modes which have distinct physical features. K1 is the
Larson-Ottinger Eskimo paddle motion (Figure 3a); it is a periodic extension of the logrolling
state. K2 characterizes major director rotations about an axis strictly between the vorticity
axis and the shear plane (Figures 3b,4a). From Column 2 of Figures 3 and 4, we draw
analogy from Lissajous gures. For the K1 mode, the major director rotates once per period
around the vorticity axis; the re ection symmetry (28) of the entire K1 orbit reproduces
itself. The K2 modes, by (28), occur in pairs. There is a "fundamental" in which every
director rotates once per period (Figure 4a); there are "higher harmonic" K2 mode pairs in
which each director executes an even number of loops per period (Figure 3b), shown below
to result from period-doubling bifurcations of K2 attractors. To our knowledge, perioddoubled modes were rst discovered by Singh and Rey [112]; their pair symmetry and source
of frequent bi-stability, and their role in a period-doubling bifurcation sequence to chaos are,
to our knowledge, new.
We emphasize that this nomenclature is based on director motion, whereas the amplitude
of order parameter motion varies considerably across the di erent monodomain attractors; it
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is this latter feature that impacts whether the aforementioned scaling property of L-E theory
is approximately satis ed. In Figures 3-5: Column 1 is a time lapse of the full orientation
ellipsoid, with the projection onto the shearing plane for out-of-plane modes; Column 2 is
the time lapse trace on the unit sphere of the major director in blue, and the minor directors
in green and red for out-of-plane modes; Column 3 is the motion of the order parameter pair
(s; ). All solutions in this study are calculated using the software XPPAUT [37] written
by G. B. Ermentrout, in which AUTO95 [28] was incorporated, and then con rmed and
visualized with AUTO97 [29] and the commercial software packages Matlab and Maple.

5.1 Stable monodomains for extreme aspect ratios, jaj  1 [121]
At high concentrations (N = 6), in weak shear (P e  0), for extremely large aspect ratios
(jaj  1), Figures 2,6 and surrounding arguments explain the multiplicity and stability of
all monodomain solutions for each of the closure models. Bifurcation software con rms our
analysis and tracks all solution branches and their stability for all P e. We rst summarize
the robust stable monodomain features for large aspect ratios [121]:

 The Doi closure, for either rotational di usivity form (21), and all normalized shear

rates P e > 0, yields a unique, in-plane, ow-aligned attractor FA. This prediction is
consistent with L-E theory in the ow-aligning Leslie viscosity regime.

 The Rey-Tsuji closure with jaj = 1 yields qualitatively similar results to the Doi closure,
a unique FA attractor.

 The HL1 closure has a richer ow-phase diagram for jaj = 1 because of the weak- ow

selection properties noted earlier: from s+, one stable LR state is selected but the other
states are unsteady and unstable. The results with either rotary di usivity (21) are
robust, so we give approximate P e transition values for the orientation dependent case:
a unique stable LR state for 0 < P e < 20; bistable states (T,LR) for 20 < P e < 45;
bi-stable (T; K1) for 20 < P e < 70; then a unique in-plane T, giving way to a W
attractor. Three bifurcations occur:

{ at P e  20, an unstable-to-stable T transition through a period-halving bifurcation (the tumbling period halves), remaining stable out to very high P e; note
that the T-W transition is not a bifurcation;
{ at P e  45, the LR mode destabilizes through a Hopf bifurcation into a stable
K1 branch;
{ at P e  70, the K1 branch destabilizes, leaving a unique attractor.
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 The HL2 closure is robust for either rotary di usivity form, selecting a stable LR

steady state for all P e. In contrast with HL1, the unsteady T mode is stable for
HL2 at low and high P e, losing stability for a range of P e through period-doubling
bifurcations at P e  7 and P e  15. There is a very narrow window of stable kayaking
solutions with orientation-dependent rotary di usivity near the rst period-doubling
bifurcation. The result is bi-stable, tri-stable, or unique stable attractors for the HL2
model.

We move now to nite aspect ratio predictions.

5.2 The Modi ed Doi Model: constant rotary di usivity & nite
aspect ratios
Figure 7 shows the ow-continuation branches for each of the seven equilibria of Figure
15 ), with N = 6 held xed. (By the
6, for the nite discotic aspect ratio r = 14 (a = 17
symmetry (26), this also yields the behavior of rodlike molecules of aspect ratio 4 : 1.) We
nd persistence of the Doi closure prediction for in nite aspect ratio rods and discs: the FA
steady state is the unique stable attractor for all P e > 0.
Next we lower the aspect ratio to 3 : 1 (jaj = 108 ), with results given in Figure 8 and
Table 1, showing the ow response and transition phenomena are dramatically di erent
in the weak shear regime. We describe this, and only this, ow diagram in detail, for two
reasons: rst, it is the most complex and captures a diversity of stable monodomain motions;
and second, many generic bifurcations occur in this model which o er concrete examples of
possible physical transition behavior. The attractors vs. shear rate are listed in Table 1;
representative monodomain attractors are imaged in Figures 3,4,5.
First we clarify the solution branches in Figure 8 and subsequent bifurcation diagrams.
The vertical axis consists of some "amplitude", which for unsteady solutions requires a
choice. In Figure 8a, we use the time-average of jjQjj de ned in Figure 6, over one period
for periodic solutions or over a suÆciently long time for aperiodic motion. In Figure 8b,
we give the maximum and minimum values for one out-of-plane component, Qyz , associated
with each branch in Figure 8a; in-plane solution branches all have Qyz = 0, whereas nonzero values ag out-of-plane states. We give both min and max values of Qyz to illustrate
out-of-plane orbits never cross the shearing plane.

 At low shear rates, 0 < P e < 3:72, no stable steady states exist, as explained earlier
surrounding Figure 2a for this lower aspect ratio. The weak shear limit with aspect
ratio r = 3 is therefore qualitatively di erent than with aspect ratios larger than r = 4.
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 For suÆciently high shear rates, P e > 3:72, the stable FA branch is recovered as the
globally attracting monodomain, indicating only quantitative changes due to aspect

ratio for suÆciently strong shear in this model.

We now highlight the distinctive weak-shear features from Figure 8 and Table 1:

 For 0 < P e < 2:162, the unique attractor is a classical kayaking mode K1, shown as the

green dotted branch in Figures 8a,b; one of these stable monodomains is visualized in
Figure 3a for P e = 2. The ellipsoid shape distortions (governed by the order parameter
projection in Column 3) are small amplitude, suggesting reasonable approximation by
a L-E director theory.

 In Figure 8, the top three solution branches (red dashed T, green dotted K1 , blue
solid LR) are the states selected for r = 3; 13 when the orientational degeneracy of the
nematic equilibrium s+ is broken for P e  0.

 A comparison of aspect ratios r = 3; 4 (or 13 ; 14 ) is deduced from Figures 2a, 7, 8: the

LR state is common for both aspect ratios, and unstable; the two in-plane ow-aligned
states emerging from s+ for r = 4 have transitioned into unsteady solutions, a stable
K1 mode and an unstable, in-plane T mode.

 These steady-to-unsteady transitions due to aspect ratio changes between r = 4 and
r = 3 are only understood by treating the aspect ratio as a bifurcation parameter.

To do so for the entire ow-phase diagrams linking Figures 7 and 8 is numerically
prohibitive and would consist of 7 sheeted surfaces that fold and intersect several
times! We therefore settle for a slice of this picture at xed P e, illustrated in Figure
9 for P e = 3:2 and a range of discotic aspect ratios. The main feature of Figure 9 to
notice is that the FA stable branch is the only solution branch at P e = 3:2, but by
freezing P e and N and varying the aspect ratio only, a complex sequence of bifurcations
unfolds before the phase diagram settles into the stable K1 branch observed in Figure
8 at a = 0:8 or r = 3.

 The structure of the four lower, unstable branches of Figures 7 and 8 is robust, corresponding to unstable, steady solutions arising in the weak shear limit from s and the
isotropic state.

These remarks address the weak shear limit and the states that break nematic orientational
degeneracy. Next we address the nite P e-dependent continuation of these solution branches.
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 The branch of stable K1 solutions persists until P e  2:923, clearly visible from the
Qyz projection in Figure 8b. P e  2:923 is a saddle-node bifurcation, with the kayaking

branch reversing back for lower P e as an unstable K1 branch. This unstable periodic
branch, as P e is lowered, approaches in-plane motion, undergoing a period-halving
bifurcation at P e  2:162, just as it connects to the previously unstable, in-plane
T branch. This structure yields the second stable T/W state listed in Table 1 for
2:162 < P e < 2:405, which is tumbling at the low end and wagging at the high end
of these shear rates. Thus this interval has bi-stable attractors. Their respective
domains of attraction are not addressed here.

 A stable W mode is depicted in Figure 5, which we also use to illustrate the roddiscotic correspondence (26). Note the signi cant order parameter oscillations (Column
3), re ected in the shape distortions of the orientation ellipsoids (Column 1). Such
behavior is suppressed in a L-E description.

 At P e  2:405, the stable W mode bifurcates out-of-plane, creating a pair of stable,

periodic K2 modes, one on either side of the shearing plane by virtue of the re ection

symmetry (28). One orbit is visualized in Figure 4a for P e = 2:5. Note the signi cant
order parameter oscillations, not captured by a L-E approximation. The energy of this
attractor is equally shared between director and order parameter oscillations. From
Table 1 we nd tri-stability for a short band of shear rates, 2:405 < P e < 2:536.

 At P e  2:536, a cascade of period doubling bifurcations of the double-K2 branch

takes place over a very short range of P e. The period-doubling sequence leads rapidly
into a chaotic attractor.

 One also enters this chaotic range of P e from higher shear rates by following the
bifurcations of the unique FA branch as P e drops below 4. At P e  3:717, a Hopf

bifurcation of the steady FA branch leads to a stable, out-of-plane, periodic double-K2
branch. Figure 8a shows this as a single branch, while Figure 8b shows both the max
and min of Qyz over a period. The symmetric mode tilted oppositely from the shearing
plane has values Qyz , not shown here.

 The K2 branch persists for P e < 3:717 until approximately 3:29 when the rst period

doubling bifurcation occurs, giving way to a new branch of stable K2 solutions. As
shown in Figure 3b for P e = 3:27, each director executes a double loop in each period;
the successive period-doublings yield four loops, then eight, etc.
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 The period-doubled K2 monodomains tightly oscillate about the average director alignment, with visible shift of energy into the order parameters marked by shape distortions
of the orientation ellipsoids. This behavior is not possible within L-E models.

 This bifurcation marks the onset of a period-doubling cascade to a chaotic attractor
by P e  3:245. Figure 10 is a blow-up of four such period doubling bifurcations.

Just below P e = 3:245 all out-of-plane data converge to the chaotic attracting state.
In-plane data cannot escape the shearing plane without an in nitesimal perturbation
out-of-plane.

 Figure 4b visualizes the chaotic attractor for P e = 3:2 with signi cant director and

order parameter variations. The motion consists of random jumping between the two
fundamental kayaking modes, K1 and K2. An explanation of this chaotic attractor in
terms of a symbol sequence of these two modes seems plausible; an analytical description of this chaotic attractor presents a nice dynamical systems problem.

 Table 1 summarizes the Modi ed Doi Model predictions of stable monodomains versus

P e: a unique attractor at low and suÆciently large shear rates, bi-stable and tri-stable

periodic motions in a range of low shear rates, and a narrow window of weak shear
rates with chaotic response.

The regime we call \chaotic" has to be substantiated by detailed statistics. We have conrmed irregular Poincare maps and positive Lyapunov exponents; e.g., an exponent of :005 is
calculated for the Figure 4b attractor. These diagnostics and bifurcation scenario are consistent with Grosso et al. [52], who computed the bifurcation diagram of the Smoluchowski pde
of the Doi kinetic theory with in nite aspect ratio using AUTO97. This similarity between
our nite aspect ratio quadratic closure model and their in nite aspect ratio full kinetic
theory compels further investigation.
Table 1: Stable and chaotic solutions of the Modi ed Doi model

Range of Pe
(0; 2:162) (2:162; 2:405) (2:405; 2:536) (2:536; 2:923)
Solution type
K1
K1,T=W
K+2 ; ; K1
K1,Chaos
Range of Pe (2:923; 3:245) (3:245; 3:717) (3:717; 6)
Solution type
Chaos
K+2 ;
FA

5.3 Modi ed Doi Model with orientation-dependent rotary di usivity
With orientation-dependent di usivity, the ow-phase diagram (Figure 11) of the modied Doi model simpli es considerably, altering some fundamental predictions regarding sta25

ble attractors (Table 2). Recall that our generalized Leslie criterion for steady vs. unsteady
selection in the weak ow limit was independent of rotary di usivity (21); note the number,
mode type, and stability of monodomains for P e  0 are identical for both Modi ed Doi
Models. In particular, the features robust to the choice (21) are:

 The K1 monodomain is the unique attractor for low shear, disappearing through a
saddle-node bifurcation at moderate shear rate.

 The unstable T branch at low P e period-halves to create a stable T/W branch, overlapping for some range of P e with the K1 attractor (a bi-stable region).

However, several important changes due to orientation-dependent rotary di usivity are predicted:

 The stable T/W branch persists for very high P e, leading to a unique, unsteady, inplane wagging monodomain at suÆciently high shear rates, versus a unique, steady
ow-aligned state with constant di usivity.

 Since the emergence of K2 bi-stable pairs and the period-doubling cascade to chaos

for constant di usivity arise from bifurcations of the T/W branch, that entire transition scenario is destroyed with Q-dependent di usivity. Neither the K2 nor chaotic
attractors are predicted.

Table 2: Stable solutions of the Modi ed Doi Model with orientation-dependent rotary di usivity

Range of Pe (0; 7:115) (7:115; 9:923) (9:923; 20)
Solution type
K1
K1; T=W
T=W

5.4 Doi-Rey-Tsuji Model
Figure 12 depicts the bifurcation diagram of the Doi-Rey-Tsuji Model with constant rotary di usivity; Table 3 describes the stable monodomains versus P e. Surrounding Figure
2 we explained how the weak ow limit, P e  0, yields the same selection criteria of steady
and unsteady states from the nematic equilibria s+; s ; 0 for the Doi and Rey-Tsuji closures. Comparison of Figures 8, 12 shows even stronger agreement, indeed almost identical
transition phenomena apart from the small chaotic band:

 All seven solution branches that emerge for P e  0 match, in type and stability!
 The unique stable attractor in the start-up of shear is a K1 orbit.
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 The low shear, unstable T branch undergoes a period-halving bifurcation into a stable

T/W branch, yielding bi-stability with the K1 monodomain.
 The stable T/W branch bifurcates out-of-plane, creating a pair of stable K2 modes,
and a shear-rate interval of tri-stability.

 The stable K1 branch loses stability in a saddle-node bifurcation at intermediate shear
rates, never to emerge again.

 The high shear-rate attractor is the steady, in-plane FA state.
The noteworthy qualitative di erence between the Modi ed Doi and Doi-Rey-Tsuji Models centers upon how the K2 symmetric pairs bifurcate and lose stability, which is an extremely subtle phenomenon, yet predicted in both models to occur over approximately one
dimensionless shear-rate unit.
Table 3: Stable solutions of the Doi-Rey-Tsuji Model

Range of Pe
(0; 1:813) (1:813; 2:207) (2:207; 3:356)
Solution type
K1
K1; T=W
K1; K+2 ;
Range of Pe (3:356; 3:375) (3:375; 8:856) (8:856; 10)
Solution type
K1
K1; FA
FA

5.5 Doi-Rey-Tsuji Model with orientational di usivity
The ow-phase diagram (Figure 13) and stable attractors (Table 4) are qualitatively similar to the Modi ed Doi Model (Figure 11, Table 2) with orientational di usivity. The only
meaningful di erences are quantitative, and the transition scenarios are remarkably consistent: a unique K1 attractor in start-up, bi-stable with a T/W mode for some intermediate
shear rates, then a unique stable T/W attractor in the high shear range.
Table 4: Stable monodomains of the Doi-Rey-Tsuji Model with non-constant rotary di usivity

Range of Pe (0; 4:955) (4:955; 30:94) (30:94; 40)
Solution type
K1
K1; T=W
T=W
The above four models were analyzed in two excellent papers by Singh and Rey [112], who
worked at a xed aspect ratio (a = 0:8) and xed polymer concentration (N = 6) to study
sheared discotic nematic liquids. Our simulations generalize theirs by allowing for variable
aspect ratio, and by a more detailed resolution of the bifurcation diagrams captured by the
software package XPPAUT of Ermentrout [37]. One consequence of our studies on the Doi
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and Rey-Tsuji closures, with or without orientational rotary di usivity, is that the logrolling
steady state is always unstable. Yet, Larson and Ottinger found stable logrolling states in
simulations of the Doi kinetic theory for in nite aspect ratio rods [73], which have been
subsequently con rmed in detailed kinetic simulations by [38, 80, 83]. As shown by Figure
2 and the tensor selection criteria, the Hinch-Leal closures [58, 59, 60] preferentially select
stable LR states in the weak shear limit, for all aspect ratios. We turn to their predictions
for nite aspect ratio uids.

5.6 Modi ed Doi-HL1 Model
Figure 14 and Table 5 depicts the bifurcation diagram and stable monodomains for
24 , corresponding to molecular aspect ratio r = 5 or 1 . The
shape parameter value jaj = 26
5
key features are:

 the LR state is the unique attractor at start-up of shear;
 the unstable T state stabilizes in a period-halving bifurcation, leading to bi-stable
regimes for a range of P e, rst with LR then K1 monodomains;

 the LR state bifurcates to a K1 attractor in the most intuitively natural, steady-

unsteady transition (Hopf bifurcation): the major director rst aligns then oscillates
about the vorticity axis as the shear rate increases;

 the K1 state is lost through a saddle-node bifurcation at an intermediate shear rate,
and the unstable branch doubles back at lower shear to connect with the T branch
precisely at the period-halving, stability transition;

 the observable attractors from Table 5 are, in terms of increasing shear rate, a unique

LR state, then bi-stable LR and T states, then bi-stable T and K1 states, then a
unique T/W branch of monodomains for high P e;

 the monodomain response is predicted to be steady at low shear, bi-stable steady and
in-plane tumbling for a very narrow window of shear rates, then bi-stable transient
states (one in-plane, another out-of-plane), and nally in-plane unsteady attractors at
suÆciently high shear rates.
Table 5: Stable solutions of the Modi ed Doi-HL1 model with constant di usivity

Range of Pe (0; 7:509) (7:509; 8:638) (8:638; 15:85) (15:85; 20)
Solution type
LR
LR; T=W K1; T=W
T=W
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5.7 Modi ed Doi-HL1 Model with orientational rotary di usivity
As detailed in Table 6, the incorporation of orientation-dependent rotary di usivity for
the HL1 closure scheme has no qualitative e ect on the results for aspect ratios 5 and 51 . The
quantitative e ect is to shift all bifurcations to higher shear rates, so that the LR attractor
is predicted to be the unique response until P e  22, and the bi-stable region lasts for a span
of 48 in P e. The basic bifurcation structure, however, is remarkably robust at this aspect
ratio.
Table 6: Stable monodomains: Doi-HL1 Model with orientational di usivity

Range of Pe (0; 21:96) (21:96; 47:82) (47:82; 71:7) (71:7; 80)
Solution type
LR
T=W; LR T=W; K1 T=W

5.8 Modi ed Doi-HL2 Models for either rotary di usivity
The Modi ed Doi-HL2 Model is also robust to constant or orientation-dependent rotary
di usivity. The ow-phase diagram for constant di usivity is given in Figure 15; Tables 7
and 8 indicate all stable monodomains vs. P e. We choose aspect ratio 5 to compare the
HL2 and HL1 closures.
The key features of the HL2 models are:
 The LR state is stable for all P e!

 The in-plane T mode is stable at the start-up of shear, loses stability in an intermediate
window of shear rates, then regains stability for all suÆciently high shear rates. The
T-to-W transition, as always, occurs at some intermediate shear rate.

 At low and suÆciently high shear rates, bi-stable LR and T/W states prevail; the
internal window has only the LR attractor.

 The HL2 closure is seen to suppress stable kayaking monodomains, and indeed no
unsteady out-of-plane motion is stable.

Table 7: Stable solutions of the Modi ed Doi-HL2 model with constant di usivity

Range of Pe (0; 2:034) (2:034; 8:179) (8:179; 20)
Solution type LR; T=W
LR
LR; T=W
Table 8: Stable monodomains: Doi-HL2 Model with orientational di usivity

Range of Pe (0; 6:528) (6:528; 16:48) (16:48; 40)
Solution type LR; T=W
LR
LR; T=W
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6 Conclusion
The role of nite-aspect-ratio e ects in monodomain response to simple shear, and to
more general linear ows, has been studied from various tensor orientation models. Several symmetry properties were developed for mesoscopic Doi-type models, independent of
closure approximation. These properties were used to develop intuition about nite-aspectratio nematic liquids in shear and related linear ows, and to extrapolate theoretical and
experimental results from rods to discotics, and from nite aspect ratio uids to extremely
large aspect ratio uids. Symmetries of a xed aspect ratio uid in simple shear were further used to explain necessary constraints on monodomain motion. E.g., a monodomain that
tilts out-of-plane cannot return to in-plane orientation in nite time; all such motion has a
mirror-re ection in the opposite direction out of the shearing plane, which leads to bi-stable
kayaking modes whose major director oscillates between the vorticity axis and shearing plane.
It will be interesting to explore whether such bi-stable attractors exist in laboratory experiments with model monodisperse nematic liquids; indeed, some closure schemes predict these
attractors and others do not. All solutions and monodomain transitions versus shear rate
and aspect ratio have been compared with Leslie-Ericksen model behavior; clearly, the tensor
theories capture new properties and new phenomena which require experimental validation.
By exploring four di erent closure schemes, with and without orientational rotary di usivity, we have shown that with nite-aspect-ratio e ects, the Doi mesoscopic theory captures
a diversity of monodomain features at xed, high (nematic) concentrations:

 Weak-shear, monodomain selection mechanisms range from steady to unsteady, inplane to out-of-plane, unique to bi-stable or even tri-stable; these features are sensitive
to closure scheme and molecular aspect ratio.

 Shear-dependent transition scenarios likewise are strongly sensitive to closure scheme
and molecular aspect ratio.

Many, but each intuitively plausible, scenarios are detailed. This diversity of mesoscopic
behavior is consistent with an interpretation that a "monodisperse nite-aspect-ratio uid"
and second-moment closure scheme play the role of broad-brush tting parameters for laboratory nematic uids. Macromolecular uids are always polydisperse with statistical aspectratio distributions. The Maier-Saupe potential employed here assumes a single parameter
(dimensionless concentration N ), short-range potential, which we have xed in this study
and suppressed its dependence on aspect ratio. The diversity of model behavior predicted in
this paper re ects the diversity of experimental monodomain behavior of nematic polymers
versus shear rate. We suppose that in restricted ow regimes, one can accurately accomplish
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model tting to monodomain states and nontrivial transition phenomena within this class
of models. From a reasonable t between experimental monodomain response and model
predictions, one can then con dently proceed to model the onset of mesoscopic structure
formation. The various observable transient monodomain states seen here, if con rmed in
the laboratory, portend very di erent routes to subsequent mesostructure formation or ow
instabilities, a topic which we are currently exploring with the current study as a guide.
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Appendix: Viscosity coeÆcients
The results of Je ery [63], Batchelor [8] as well as Hinch and Leal [58, 59] on ellipsoidal
suspensions in a viscous solvent are utilized in the derivation of the viscous stress [123],
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(s; ), a property of the orientation tensor Q. For each of four closure rules, solid and dashdotted curves are the transition boundaries separating steady and unsteady regions, and
their dependence on aspect ratio. jaj = 1 corresponds to aspect ratio r = 0 or 1; jaj = 0:8
1
corresponds to r = 3; 31 ; jaj = 24
26 corresponds to r = 5; 5 . Seven asterisks mark the quiescent
equilibria speci ed by the xed concentration N = 6. The horizontal and vertical axes
correspond to in-plane director alignment, which persists in weak shear if the asterisk lies
inside the steady region. The asterisks along the diagonal axis, ( s ; s), correspond to
a vorticity-aligned director, and determine whether steady logrolling states survive in weak
shear.
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Director Orbit

Order Parameter Orbit

Kayaking (K )
1

Kayaking (K2)

Tumbling (T)

Figure 3: Graphical representations of three prototypical monodomain attractors.
Top row: the Eskimo kayaking solution (K1) whose major director rotates around the vorticity axis. Middle row: a di erent kayaking solution (K2) whose major director rotates about
an axis tilted between the vorticity axis and shearing plane; by symmetry arguments this
motion is always accompanied by another kayaking solution tilted to the other side of the
shearing plane. Last row: the in-plane tumbling solution (T whose major director is in the
shearing plane and tumbles with xed period). Column 1 is a time lapse of the full orientation ellipsoid. Column 2 is a projection of each director on the unit sphere; the black trace is
the major director, which is essentially the information contained in Leslie-Ericksen theory.
Column 3 gives the order parameter (s; ) projection, characterizing shape changes of Q.
The two kayaking solutions are from the modi ed Doi model with discotic aspect ratio r = 31
(a = 0:8),nematic concentration N = 6, and normalized shear rates P e = 2; 3:27, respectively. The tumbling solution is from the modi ed Doi model with orientation-dependent
rotary di usivity, the same aspect ratio and concentration, but dimensionless shear rate
P e = 14:
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Kayaking (K2)

Director Orbit

Order Parameter Orbit

Chaos

Figure 4: Graphical illustrations of additional stable monodomains: another K2 kayaking
orbit, and a chaotic attractor. These solutions are from the modi ed Doi model with N =
6; r = 13 and dimensionless shear rates: P e = 2:5; 3:2 respectively. This kayaking orbit is
distinguished from the other so-called K2 solution of the previous gure. Here there is a
single fundamental period of oscillation, versus the double loop which arises from a periodhalving bifurcation. More complex, multiple-looped motions on the sphere occur in the
period-doubling cascade that occurs between the two attractors shown here.
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Discotic Wagging

Rodlike Wagging

Figure 5: Illustration of the rod-discotic correspondence. The symmetry between rodlike
(a = 0:8) and discotic (a = 0:8) aspect ratios is shown from the modi ed Doi model with
the stable wagging solution at N = 6; P e = 2:17. Note the order parameters are invariant
in this symmetry whereas the directors are related by a 90o rotation in the shearing plane.
This particular attracting motion occurs right after the tumbling-to-wagging transition, and
is clearly associated with signi cant order parameter variation. This behavior is suppressed
in Leslie-Ericksen theory, yet it occurs even for in-plane, wagging motion.
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Figure 6: A schematic of the seven solutions (one stable shown in black, six unstable shown
in blue) selected in the weak ow limit for the modi ed Doi model with constant rotary
di usivity, nematic concentration N = 6, for in nite aspect ratios (jaj = 1). Refer to Figure
2a: for jaj = 1 all seven quiescent equilibria lie within the steady region. The isotropic
state continues as a nearly isotropic, unstable steady state. Each nematic equilibrium, s+
and s , survives with three steady states emerging from each: two in-plane, ow-aligned
FA states and one vorticity-aligned, logrolling LR state. The in-plane major directors n1;2
are schematic; we do not indicate the di erent alignment angles for s+ and s . Note s is
negative, but we depict js j on the schematic. The seven states selected in the weak shear
limit are assigned values on a vertical axis labelled by jjQjj. We use a special norm which
distinguishes FA vs. LR alignment for the same order parameter values, namely, we de ne
kQk = Q2xx + Q2xy + Q2xz + Q2yy + Q2yz .
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Figure 7: The ow-phase bifurcation diagram of the modi ed Doi model with constant
di usivity, nematic concentration N = 6, and discotic aspect ratio r2 = 18 , or a = 15
17 , for
normalized shear rates 0  P e  4. The top dotted (black) curve is the unique stable state,
an in-plane, ow-aligning attractor. Six additional solid (blue)curves emerge from the weak
shear axis, P e  0, all corresponding to unstable steady states. Referring to Figure 2a, the
steady region for this aspect ratio consumes all seven asterisks.
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Figure 8: The ow-phase bifurcation diagram for the modi ed Doi model with constant
rotary di usivity, nematic concentration N = 6, and discotic ratio r = 31 , or a = 0:8. All
phase transitions occur within the normalized shear rates 0  P e  6, beyond which the
unique attractor is an in-plane ow-aligned state. Black and green branches are stable; blue
and red branches are unstable. The bottom graph is the out-of-plane component Qyz , whose
non-zero values distinguish out-of-plane solutions. Between the two pitchfork bifurcations
BP that mark in-plane to out-of-plane transitions at P e  2:4 and 3:7, we give both the
maximum and minimum values of Qyz ; these data con rm out-of-plane solutions never cross
the shearing plane. The bifurcation labels from XPPAUT are: PD for period-doubling, HB
for Hopf, BP for a pitchfork, and LP for a saddle-node bifurcation of out-of-plane periodic
states. A cascade of PD bifurcations leading into and out of a window of chaotic attractors
for 2:92 < P e < 3:25 is not resolved.
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Figure 9: "Virtual bifurcations" of the modi ed Doi model due to changes in the molecular
aspect ratio parameter a, for xed nematic concentration N = 6 and xed shear rate P e =
3:2. At large enough P e and extreme aspect ratios jaj  1, the only solution is the stable
ow-aligning state; Figure 7 illustrates this fact. Here we see a complex bifurcation from a
single steady, ow-aligned state at large aspect ratios, to multiple steady/unsteady and inplane/out-of-plane solution branches, all due to changes in molecular aspect ratio! Critical
monodomain phase transitions at speci c aspect ratios are predicted: ow-alignment-tokayaking, kayaking-to-wagging, wagging-to-tumbling, tumbling-to-kayaking, and a perioddoubling route to chaotic attractors in the discotic aspect ratio parameter range 0:8195 <
a < 0:7972.
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Figure 10: A blow-up of the sequence of period doubling (PD) bifurcations indicated in
Figure 8 for the modi ed Doi model with constant di usivity, N = 6, aspect ratio r = 13 ,
in the normalized shear rate range 3:2  P e  3:3. The in-plane component Qyy is used to
illustrate the bifurcation structure, entering into the chaotic shear rate range from above.
Here we show four PD bifurcations at P e  3:29; 3:253; 3:247 and 3:245. A PD cascade to
chaotic motion occurs rapidly, prior to the value P e = 3:24, which requires a sequence of
blowing-up operations to resolve.
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Figure 11: The ow-phase bifurcation diagram of the modi ed Doi model with orientationdependent rotary di usivity and discotic aspect ratio r = 31 (or rod-like ratio 3). The
nematic concentration is N = 6; all transitions occur within the normalized shear range
P e 2 (0; 20). The weak- ow limit analysis, cf. Figure 2a, is independent of di usivity
form, and the ow-selection criteria are identical to Figure 8. The nite- ow bifurcations,
however, are clearly modi ed. The fundamental feature is that the T/W branch avoids the
sequence of bifurcations of Figure 8, so that the out-of-plane transition to the K2 mode,
and the subsequent cascade of PD bifurcations with a chaotic attractor, do not occur with
orientation-dependent di usivity in the Doi closure. A wagging to ow-alignment transition
occurs for high P e > 20.
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Figure 12: The ow-phase bifurcation diagram for the Rey-Tsuji model with constant diffusivity, nematic concentration N = 6, and discotic aspect ratio r = 31 , or a = 0:8. The
ow-induced transitions occur within the normalized shear range P e 2 (0; 10). As noted
from Figure 2b together with our analysis of the unsteady selection criteria, the same seven
states emerge for the Rey-Tsuji and Doi closures at this aspect ratio. For nite shear rates,
the di erence between closures lies in the bifurcations of the double branch of K2 kayaking
modes, each tilted to one side of the shearing plane. In the Rey-Tsuji model, these branches
are born in the same way through an out-of-plane instability of a stable wagging mode, but
do not undergo a PD cascade to chaos; rather they simply persist until a so-called torus bifurcation (denoted TR by the software XPPAUT) and transition to the stable ow-aligning,
in-plane state at P e  3:375. The tumbling to wagging transition takes place roughly at
P e = 1:79625, so the stable interval of this branch always consists of wagging motion.
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Figure 13: The ow-phase bifurcation diagram for the Doi-Rey-Tsuji model with orientationdependent rotary di usivity, N = 6; a = 0:8. The bifurcations are similar to those of
previous diagrams. Two primary stable branches emerge over this range of P e, overlapping
for an interval of P e leading to bi-stable attractors. The tumbling-wagging transition takes
place at P e = 5:834:
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Figure 14: The bifurcation diagram for the Doi-HL1 model with constant di usivity, N = 6,
1
and shape parameter a = 24
26 corresponding to discotic aspect ratio r = 5 . As explained in
Figure 2c and surrounding text, this closure selects a unique, stable LR steady state in weak
shear. This stable branch persists until a Hopf bifurcation at P e  8:638 creates a stable
K1 kayaking branch, in which the major director now rotates around the vorticity axis. The
stable kayaking branch persists until a saddle-node bifurcation at P e  15:85. (A physically
inconsequential bifurcation occurs for P e between 5 and 6, leading to unstable kayaking
solutions.) The unstable T solution arising from s+ in weak shear stabilizes at P e  7:509
through a PD bifurcation, remaining stable beyond P e = 20. The stable attractors are
summarized in Table 5.
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Figure 15: The bifurcation diagram for the Doi-HL2 model. The parameter values are
N = 6; a = 24
26 . The logrolling steady state exists for all values of P e and is stable.
Tumbling/wagging stable solutions exist at low and high shear rates, rst losing stability
in a PD bifurcation at P e = 2:034, then regaining stability in another PD bifurcation at
P e = 8:179.
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